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Cooperative Action under the Convention (AWG-LCA 14) (Bangkok, 3-8 April 
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= Compilation of EU statements

Please find attached for information the AWG-KP 16 opening statement and the speaking points 

which were used as a basis for the AWG-LCA 14 opening statement delivered on behalf of the 

European Union and its Member States.

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Iceland, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Serbia 

have associated themselves with these statements delivered by the EU. 

Turkey has associated itself with the opening statement delivered at AWG-KP 16.
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ANNEX

Sixteenth Session of the Ad hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I parties 
under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG – KP 16)

Opening plenary on 5 April 2011

Mister Chair, distinguished colleagues, dear friends, 

We would like to welcome you, Mr Chair, and your Vice Chair in your new capacity and welcome 

all our friends in the room. 

We would like to express our deep sorrow and support towards the people of Japan. With great 

dismay we see the flood disaster in Southeast Thailand and extend our sympathy towards the people 

of that region.

After the Cancun agreements a lot of implementation work is ahead of us. At the same time, we all 

feel the pressure to urgently progress and establish a global, ambitious and binding post-2012 

regime. Science tells us that the window of opportunity to keep the 2°C objective within reach is 

rapidly closing. We need everyone on board to tackle the enormous challenge ahead of us. We need 

to make the best use of our time here in Bangkok and throughout the year in order to show 

leadership and responsibility towards our nations and future generations. 

The EU maintains its position that emission reductions by developed countries in aggregate by 2020 

should be in the range of 25-40% below 1990. The EU stands by its own unconditional commitment 

to a 20% emission reduction goal and reiterates its conditional 30% emission reduction offer in an 

international agreement where other developed countries commit themselves to comparable 

emission reductions and advanced developing countries contribute adequately, according to their 

responsibilities and respective capabilities. In this context, the EU welcomes the mitigation 

workshops held prior to this session and looks forward to the written and oral reports by the Chairs. 
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While reiterating a preference for a single legally binding instrument, we reconfirm the EU’s 

willingness to consider a second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol, as part of a wider 

outcome including the perspective of a global and comprehensive framework engaging all major 

economies. At their meeting in March 2011, our 27 environmental ministers resolved to continue to 

reflect on the issue in the light of the progress made through the Cancun Agreements towards the 

fulfilment of some of these conditions and the work pursued in the course of 2011.

In Cancun, we made significant progress thanks to the constructiveness and flexibility of many 

Parties shown there. We must maintain the good momentum to advance towards robust outcomes 

under both the Kyoto Protocol and Convention tracks by the end of this year. 

In order to remember 2011 as a year of achievement, we need to start working without delay on the 

basis of the Cancun Agreements and the negotiating document, in settings to be proposed by the 

Chair. The EU fully supports working in a single contact group to discuss overarching policy 

questions. We believe that sufficient time should be given to enable such discussions to provide 

appropriate guidance to the spin off groups. 

To ensure maximum transparency and accountability, we need to establish clear and stable rules 

that preserve and improve existing architecture. In Cancun we took steps towards pinning down the 

comprehensive set of rules. We agreed on establishing a common base year, and moved ahead on 

some issues relating to common metrics. We made a step forward to improve the environmental 

integrity of the existing Kyoto mechanisms. It is essential to continue the flexible mechanisms to 

ensure beneficial investments into green technologies and the cost-efficiency of mitigation actions. 

We have to carry along the Cancun road and work constructively on LULUCF, carryover of AAUs, 

the improvement of mechanisms and the rules for accounting. Furthermore, we should set the basis 

for new market mechanisms. 
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We were able to achieve the Cancun agreements because we kept a broad perspective and 

maintained an overview throughout the negotiating process. At Bangkok and this year, we need to 

take advantage of the processes established in Cancun. We need to bring in the deliberations and 

results of the workshops on the clarification of pledges, and address the crosscutting issues that are 

being dealt with under the LCA track. Legal options, the future of the carbon market, mitigation 

actions and commitments, rules for MRV and accounting are examples of those politically 

important issues that are highly relevant for our work. Working in isolation under the AWGKP 

would not help us to achieve the robust and balanced outcomes we need in Durban. In order to have 

synergy, we look towards the Chairs and the current and incoming COP Presidencies to give us the 

needed guidance and provide space for discussing overarching questions. We also look towards 

you, colleagues, in the hope of fruitful cooperation and enhanced understanding on the difficult 

issues that mark our way towards success.
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Fourteenth session of the Ad hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action  under the 
Convention (AWG – LCA 14)

Opening plenary on 5 April 2011 - speaking points

1. The EU is very clear about our priorities for moving towards Durban

a. We believe Cancún was a significant step forward, cementing an important package of 

progress over a range of issues.  It is essential we make rapid progress on implementing 

it

b. But at the same time we completely agree with all those Parties in the developed and 

developing world who are clear that Cancun must be a floor not a ceiling.  We need to 

bank what we have and build on it further for Durban

i. We need to make clear progress on legal form.  We have reiterated our openness to a 

KP2 in the right conditions.  This is a serious position: not a device to avoid doing it 

by setting impossible conditions 

ii. We are clear that the mitigation commitments and actions we have from Cancun 

represent important action from developed and developing countries.  But it is not 

enough.  We need to do more if we are close the gap of 5Gt or more needed to get 

the world to a cost-effective 2 degree or better trajectory.  We need to build the 

conditions this year to make that step up in ambition

iii. And we need to take forward work on sources of finance

iv. And we need to find a place to continue to dsicuss unresolved issues such as bunkers

2. This Cancun plus approach is what should guide our efforts this year.  Our work this year 

does not involve a stark choice between the BAP and the Cancun Agreements.  They are 

mutually supportive – the BAP provided the foundation for the progress captured in the 

Cancún Agreements. We have been working for three years, and we are still working, under 

the framework defined by the Bali Action Plan. The result of these three years of negotiation 

is reflected in the Cancun agreements. 

a. These agreements were enthusiastically agreed in Cancun and represent a major 

political achievement. 
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b. On substance, they represent a balanced package that addresses concerns from 

Parties. They have taken us further on substance (for example, they have developed 

the concept of the 2015 review, and of capacity-building, which were not prominent 

in the Bali Action Plan).

3. The EU submitted a proposal addressing the key issues we want to see added to the agenda. In 

particular a balanced approach on mitigation for developed and developing countries. 

Mitigation is at the heart of our work here and needs to be properly addressed.

4. If your proposed agenda is not acceptable to other Parties, Mr Chairman, we stand ready to 

explore other solutions.  Our objective is an agenda which allows us to focus on 

implementation of Cancún, whilst generating  greater legal and mitigation ambition on the 

basis of the floor provided by Cancún.  We do not believe the proposals put forward by 

G77/China provide us with such a  basis.  We cannot ignore altogether what we agreed in 

Cancun

5. The EU is however open to find a compromise as soon as possible in order to start 

working on the substance here in Bangkok, maintaining the positive momentum of Cancún 

and paving the way for an ambitious outcome in Durban.


